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	22384 Pomela_EN (2)
	22384 Pomela_EN (1)

	content: 1 wooden apple tree, 2 apple pickers, 10 wooden apples, 30 winning tokens (jam jars), 1 sand glass, 1 basket
	main goal: Fine motor skills 1: Making flexible movements with hand and fingers.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to count the balls that you have put in the basket and about the time in the sand glass.Language: Learn to communicate about the strategy you will use to put the balls into the basket together.Social skills: Enhance social skills by cooperating and acting as a team.
	basic concept: Fine motor skills
	step 1: Put the wooden apples in the whole on the tree and the basket on the table. 
	step 2: Turn the sand glass and try to put the wooden apple balls with the fruit pikers into the basket by having one in each hand. After the time is over you will get a winning token for every apple. Put the apples again on the tree and make the same procedure.
	step 3: The one that can collect more apples in the time the sand glass shows is the winner.
	advanced concept: Communication
	advanced concept1: Play with another player and develop your dexterity. Each player gets only one fruit piker, holds it in one hand and you have to put the wooden balls together in the basket. Try to intercommunication while playing so you can get many balls into the basket.
	Text2: Physical education
	product: Pomela   
	activities: Talk about different kinds of fruits. Which fruits do the children know? Where do these fruits grow? Do they know the difference between fruits and vegetables? Which vegetables do the children know and where do the vegetables grow?Talk about healthy and unhealthy food. What do the children know about eating too much unhealthy food?Let the children draw pictures of different kinds of food and drinks. Make a pyramide of alimentation with the pictures of the children.
	productNO: 22384            
	main observation: Is the child able to make flexible movements with hand and fingers to put the apples in the basket?
	extra observation: Is the child able to concentrate for a longer time or is he/ she easily frustrated?Is the language of the topic age appropriate?Is the child able to name different fruits and vegetables?Are the children able to play in teams?How do they intercommunicate?Are they skilled in playing together and putting the wooden apple ball into the basket?How much does the children know about healthy and unhealthy food?
	Text1: Fine Motor Skills


